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knoo your mountains 

Harry Daley captures one of the many moods of this famous valley as 

storm clouds roll in over Half Dome. Royal Arches and Washington 

Column on the left. Name? Yosemite Valley, of course. 
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Nall Dome- 
ii ascent of the northwest face 

By Royal Robbins 

Half Dome, solitary and magnificent, rises nearly 

5,000 feet above Yosemite Valley. Since the dis-

cqvery of Yosemite in 1851, Half Dome has stirred 

the spirits and imaginations of mountain climbers. 

To that grand old mountaineer, John Muir, South 

Dome (as he called it) was "the most beautiful and 

most sublime of all the wonderful Yosemite rocks." 

Commanding a spectacular view, it is surely the 

finest summit in the Yosemite region. Those who 

don't suffer from acrophobia can peer over the 

great summit overhang and thrill to the 2,000-foot 

precipice of the northwest face. 

Half Dome was first climbed in 1875 by a resolute 

Scotchman named George Anderson. Anderson spent 

days drilling holes in the concentric exfoliation 

slabs which form the not-so-steep northeast face. He 

drove a spike into each hole, stood on it, and 

drilled another. Continuing this until he was able 

to climb without aid, he scrambled to the summit. 

In 1919, a cable stairway was erected on Ander-

son's route. The Park Service now maintains this 

cable and takes it down each autumn to prevent 

destruction by winter avalanches. Technically easy, 

the cable route provides access to the summit for 

hundreds of hikers each year. These hikers are 

rightly proud of their accomplishment, for the ascent 

involves a 16-mile round trip and a 5,000-foot gain 

in elevation. 

Although Muir thought the face where the cable 

lies was "a few degrees too steep for unaided 

climbing," it is occasionally ascended using neither 

the cable nor other artificial aids. And in 1961, as 

if to point out the danger of conservative prognos-

tications of the possible in mountain climbing, a 
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climber walked down the face without using his 

hands. He crossed the cable twice, but did not 

touch it. This is no doubt a great sport, but a belay 

is suggested. 

For years, Anderson's route remained the only 

way up the Dome, but in 1946, John Salathe pio-

neered a route up the southwest face. Salathe and 

his party used no bolts, but bolts accumulated on 

subsequent ascents until there were seven. These 

have been removed and the climb is now as it was 

on the first ascent, except that the piton cracks 

are better. It is naw a Yosemite classic and takes 

5 to 8 hours. 

The sheer northwest face, familiar to Yosemite 

visitors as one of the valley's outstanding wonders, 

was next. In 1954, Dick Long, Jim Wilson, and 

George Mandatory climbed 150 feet up the face 

to test its defenses. Not liking what they found, 

they went in search of other prizes. A year later, 

four California climbers, Warren Harding, Don 

Wilson, Jerry Gallwas, and I attempted to probe 

the face to at least the half-way point. We were 

soundly drubbed by the difficulties and descended 

after climbing only 500 feet in 21/2  days. 

Gallwas and I returned in 1957 with Mike Sherrick, 

a talented young climber from southern California. 

We attacked the wall and in five days of spectacular 

and rewarding adventure, we reached the summit. A 

great route had been created, and we were proud 

of it. 

Two years later, Chuck Pratt, Tom Frost, and 

Joe Fitschen made the second ascent. I was 

astounded at their remarkable time of just over 

two days. This was poetic justice, for in 1953, 



Photo by Tom Frost 

Half Dome: Standard Route, left; Direct Route, right. The North Ridge Route starts at notch on left skyline and follows 
ridge to summit; Southwest Ridge follows cracks at top of face on right. Key: A, Crescent Crack; B, Flake Ledge (Sec-
ond Bivouac); C, First Terrace; D, Second Terrace; E, Last Terrace; F, The Zig-Zags; and G, Thank God Ledge. 

Jerry Gallwas, Don Wilson, and I had made the 

second ascent of the north face of Sentinel Rock. 

Surprisingly, we reduced the climbing time from 5 

days to 2 days. Although we were aided by knowl-

edge of the route and fixed bolts, I secretly felt 

(and I suspect my companions did also) that our 

superior climbing ability was part of the reason for 

such a fast ascent. What just desserts for excessive 

egoism that the first ascent of which we were so 

proud should have been reduced to essentially a 

two-day climb on the second ascent. 

By the end of 1963, our Half Dome route had been 

ascended 10 times. All the ascents but the first 

have taken two or three days. The two day ascents 

are done only by strong and experienced Yosemite 

climbers in teams of two. The fastest ascent was 

done in July, 1963, by that remarkable climber,  

Steve Roper, and the venerable "oldtimer," Mark 

Powell. They reached the summit in the early 

afternoon of the second day. 

On June 24, 1961, two new routes were estab-

lished on Half Dome. Chuck Wilts and a companion, 

in four hours, climbed the north ridge, which forms 

the left skyline of the great face. Bob Kamps and 

Dave Rearick (the team which made the first ascent 

of the Diamond on Long's Peak in Colorado), ar-

rived on top just an hour after us. They had come 

up the right skyline of the face, the southwest 

ridge. 

Since the first ascent of the northwest face in 

1957, Yosemite climbers have wondered about the 

possibility of putting up a "direct" route. The 

original route starts on the far left side of the 

face. After ascending for 1,000 feet, it makes a 
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great traverse toward the center of the wall, and 

then follows a giant flake system for 400 feet. From 

"Psyche Flake" the route traverses right again, and 

meets a second flake system which is followed to 

the great summit overhang, the "Visor." This last 

obstacle is passed on the left. 

The original route meets the second flake system 

just 400 feet below the summit. This weakness 

extends downward for over 1,000 feet and terminates 

about 500 feet above the ground. It unfortunately 

can be reached only by crossing a blank area appar-

ently calling for many bolts. Most Yosemite climbers 

hate bolts so over the years the face was left 

untouched. 

Early in 1963 I decided the time had come for a 

direct ascent of the northwest face, bolts or not. In 

late March, I talked to Layton Kor, one of America's 

outstanding alpinists. We made loose plans to at-

tempt the Direct sometime in early summer. 

In May, 1963, Kor and I were in Yosemite Valley. 

We again discussed the Half Dome problem and 

decided to try it in late June. Although we didn't 

promulgate our plans, most of the resident climbers 

were aware of a "Half Dome Direct" being an 

important item on our agenda. 

Kor and I were startled in early June to learn 

that the well-known Washington climber, Ed Cooper, 

and a young, but unusually gifted, climber from 

Berkeley named Galen Rowell, had gone up to at-

tempt the Direct. 

Well, we were being beaten to the punch. We 

consoled ourselves with the thought that at least 

we could enjoy the second ascent since the bolts 

would be in place. 

But the pair returned to the Valley a couple of 

days later. 

"Hmm. . . what's up?" we wondered. We soon 

learned that after climbing a short way up the wall 

they had descended. But they left ropes hanging 

from their high point. 

"So," I mused to myself, "they are using fixed 

ropes." I saw that this would give others a chance 

to make the first ascent, if these others were willing 
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to make an all-out attempt to do the route in one 

multi-day push. The rub, however, was that if a 

party making an all-out attempt failed, they would 

have provided the bolt ladders which would insure 

the success of subsequent parties. 

I suggested to Kor that we give it a try. Layton 

hesitated, and then decided this wouldn't be ethical. 

His reasoning was that the fixed ropes gave the 

other party a claim to the route. 

I respectfully, but firmly disagreed with this view. 

I argued that the Yosemite tradition was one of 

non-rancorous competition for the coveted first 

ascents. The attempts by different parties on the 

Lost Arrow, Sentinel Rock, and Rixon's Pinnacle 

are examples of this competitive spirit from the 

golden age of Yosemite climbing. When we made 

the first ascent of the northwest face of Half Dome, 

Warren Harding was on top to congratulate us. But 

Harding and Mark Powell had been ready to make 

their bid if we had failed. We expected this and 

accepted it. It added spice to the adventure and 

put more of a premium on our making a good effort. 

Besides, fixed ropes encourage sloppy climbing, for 

the lack of a time limit provides no incentive to 

climb well. 

But these arguments were too weak a lever to 

budge Kor from his position. I didn't push the 

issue. Dialectics notwithstanding, I agreed he 

shouldn't attempt the climb unless he felt right 

about it. 

Cooper and Rowell were soon on the wall again. 

But their efforts seemed half-hearted. They de-

scended after moving their fixed ropes up a little 

higher. 

Dick McCracken now arrived from Berkeley. I had 

never climbed with McCracken, but we soon made 

a new route on Rixon's Pinnacle, where I became 

convinced he would be an excellent partner for 

Half Dome. I spoke of this and found him immedi-

ately enthusiastic. He shared my opinion of fixed 

ropes, so we began sorting equipment. 

On June 10, 1963, accompanied by my wife, Eliza-

beth, Julie Verran, Irene Wexelburg, and Frank 



Sacherer, we tramped slowly up the trail to the 

shoulder of Half Dome. The walk, through the 

splendid Sierra forests, is long but beautiful. One 

passes through a particularly memorable grove of 

incense cedars which is like an open-air cathedral. 

From the shoulder we descended to the base of the 

great face. Rain fell that evening and we arose 

tardy and damp in the morning. Our esprit, shaken 

by the dank morn, the late start, and the awesome 

vertical wall, nearly collapsed. It was discouraging, 

but we would at least give it a try. 

I took the first lead and wedged up a strenuous 

jam crack. The fixed ropes hung near, but we avoid-

ed them. The pitons had been left in place on the 

second pitch. We later learned that Cooper and 

Rowell had planned, after placing more bolts, to 

remove their fixed ropes and then make an all-out 

effort to do the climb in one push. Perhaps they 

intended to use these pitons to reach their high 

point faster. Anyway, Dick led this pitch in fine 

style, climbing past the fixed pins and placing a 

few of his own here and there. At the end of the 

pitch McCracken entered a great curving chimney, 

"Crescent Crack," and brought me up. Crescent 

Crack is caused by the dislocation of an enormous 

slab of granite. It provides remarkably easy going 

for a short way up the otherwise unflawed face. I 

chimneyed 150 feet up this crack to the 5 bolts 

which marked our predecessor's high point. Dick 

came up and then followed the bolts from the cozy 

security of the chimney onto the starkly blank 

face. Our friends, who had been watching below, 

yelled farewells to us and began the hike back to 

the valley. 

From the last of Cooper's bolts, Dick placed one 

of his own. He then used pitons to traverse and 

ascend 40 feet, where he placed two bolts for a 

sling belay. Emerging from the chimney, I was 

horrified to see the pitons I would have to use to 

follow Dick's lead: knifeblades driven straight 

down a quarter of an inch, with slings looped over 

them. A cold fog enveloped the face, and everything 

turned cheerless gray.  

Robbins on the first pitch. The 
summit overhang is 2,000 feet above. 

Cooper party's fixed ropes hang 
on left. 

Photo by Dick McCracken 

Clambering past Dick as he hung in slings, I put 

in five more bolts and then spent a half-hour trying 

to pendulum from the last bolt to a small ledge on 

the left. No luck, and I had nearly sprained my 

foot running back and forth across the face. It was 

necessary to place another bolt, and even then 

the pendulum was barely possible. Using a little 

aid, I continued left for thirty feet. What luck! We 

were passing big chunks of the blank section with-

out bolts. 

From a piton driven straight up behind a flake, I 

could just reach a hole in the rock, six inches wide 

and four inches deep. I located a nubbin on the 

edge of the hole and fitted a fifi hook on it. I then 

moved up on this arrangement, saying to myself, "It 

just can't hold. It can't stay on that tiny bump. 

But it did, and I was forced to stand high in my 

slings and make a couple of free moves to reach a 

good belay ledge. Safeguarding Dick across the 
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pendulum and subsequent traverse was awkward, but 

we worked it out and he soon joined me. 

Darkness was closing fast. A short pitch brought 

us to a comfortable and secure bivouac ledge behind 

a large flake. Similar to Hollow Flake Ledge on the 

Salathe Wall of El Capitan, this ledge is so pro-

tected that we could safely sleep unroped. 

When we opened our eyes next morning, we gazed 

straight up at the Visor. We thought it a magnificent 

cornice, fit for such a grand rock. It was 500 feet 

closer than when we had started. A laminated flake 

system providing cracks and chimneys led upward. 

We followed. 

As the morning passed, scattered cumulus clouds 

grew in size and number. The tops of the sharply 

outlined cloud masses turned fuzzy at mid-day, 

signaling the transition of cumulus congestus to 

cumulonimbus —the thunderhead. The face became 

cloud-shrouded. As we worked in the fog, we became 

aware, or thought we became aware, of a voice 

calling from far away. Was it saying "Royal"? 

Dick thought so, but I wasn't sure. I hoped not. I 

had told Elizabeth to stay away from the top of 

the Dome when there were cumulus clouds around. 

Our senses were probably playing tricks on us. 

Anyway, she shouldn't be up for another day. Thun-

der rolled as lightening struck Clouds Rest. A 

quarter hour passed as we struggled upward. Sud-

denly, a flash glowed through the mist, and an 

instant later the whole world was thunder. Lighten-

ing had struck the Dome. I thought of that voice 

and told myself my imagination was getting the 

better of me. It would be just too much like a novel: 

the voice of someone dear through the clouds, and 

then. . . I soon dismissed the whole possibility as 

too literary. 

In the early afternoon we reached First Terrace, a 

long, narrow ledge running upward to the left. Here 

we were confronted with another blank area. A few 

cracks led upward here and there, but they seemed 

to lead nowhere. 

"What to do?" we wondered, and spent an hour 

deciding which way to go. 
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We finally worked out a sinuous route, and I 

started nailing a horizontal crack just above First 

Terrace. After placin'g twelve pitons I had moved 

sideways thirty feet, but was still the same distance 

above the ledge. Dick could have scrambled along 

the Terrace and reached up and touched my longest 

sling. One bolt would have done the job, but we 

wanted to avoid bolts when pitons would do. Above, 

progress was slowed when a rotten flake suddenly 

popped open, dropping my piton fifteen feet. I 

dropped, too, but returned and chopped away the 

lower, weak portion of the flake and placed a sound 

piton. Then shaky pins led to a great white flake 

—thin, hollow, and mostly detached. One would 

risk catastrophe placing pitons here, so I used 

fifi hooks and slings to traverse twenty feet along 

the top of the flake. Soon a couple of pitons found 

unstable residence behind shaky flakes, and then 

a bolt provided security for the six rurps and a 

knifeblade which followed. 

From the last rurp, easier direct aid brought me 

to a belay ledge just below Second Terrace. Dark-

ness had fallen, so I climbed down a bit and Dick 

lowered me to his position. Although First Terrace 

is one of the most prominent ledges on the face, it 

makes a poor bivouac site. Dick slept little. He 

sat wide-eyed through the night, fuming at my 

somnolent talent for dozing in cramped positions. 

Next morning we climbed to our high point and 

found we could have reached Second Terrace easily 

the night before. This ledge is so commodious that 

even McCracken might have slept there. All day 

we nailed behind large flakes and climbed chimneys 

and jam cracks to Last Terrace. Here the Direct 

Route meets the Standard, which comes in from the 

left. In the late afternoon Dick put up the first 

pitch of the now famous Zig-Zags. 

This day, like its predecessors, was cold, cloudy, 

and threatening—very alpine weather for June in 

the Incomparable Valley. A little rain fell that 

evening, but our bivouac sack protected us. 

Next day, with the Visor directly above us, we 

followed the Zig-Zags to Thank God Ledge, that 



marvelous flake which provides an escape from the 

cul-de-sac beneath the summit overhang. The mag-

nificent climbing of this upper section was familiar 

to me, and I enjoyed McCracken's appreciative 

remarks about the exposure, excellent rock, and 

exciting problems of the top of the great precipice. 

We reached the summit at 3 p.m. 

Our friends were there to greet us. As we coiled 

our ropes Elizabeth revealed the facts of the myster-

ious voice we thought we had heard on the second 

day. Having injured her knee while hiking back up 

to the shoulder of Half Dome, Liz had been unable 

to return to the Valley. So the group camped at the 

shoulder. Next day Julie returned to the valley 

for supplies and Liz hobbled to the top of the Dome 

with Frank and Irene. On the summit they experi-

enced with naive delight the buzzing of the "bees." 

They wondered of it, but someone calmed them with 

the explanation of harmless static electricity. It 

is true that the buzzing itself is not dangerous, 

but when there are clouds around it signals warning 

of an electrical storm. Elizabeth peeked over the 

precipice and yelled to us, but fog obscured the 

wall below and no one answered. It was then that 

lightening struck Clouds Rest and she remembered 

my admonition about cumulus clouds. She suggested 

they go, and off they went, scurrying down the 

cable, followed by a hiker wearing street shoes. 

They passed three persons heading up. Just as 

Liz reached the bottom and let go the cable, she 

turned to look back up the face. At that moment 

lightening struck the ridge on the right, shot across 

the face and struck the cable, seriously shocking 

the four persons on it. The three on the way up 

were thrown away from the cable. Unconscious, they 

miraculously did not roll down the steep slope. 

They soon recovered and were able to descend 

without aid, having received only mild burns. The 

man just behind Liz, however, received serious 

burns on his hands and across his chest. This 

unfortunate person had to be later evacuated by 

horse. 

Liz described his burns, and as we listened to 

Dick McCracken 

on the second pitch of the 

Zig-Zags. 

Photo by Royal Robbins 

this grisly tale, we became aware of gathering 

cumulus. Thunder sounded in the distance and we 

hastily descended. A rainy night was passed in 

the makeshift camp and next day we enjoyed our 

hike down through the rich coniferous forests. As 

we descended, thunderclouds again gathered, and 

lightening struck the Dome repeatedly. Vulcan's 

work, terrorizing on the mountain, was fascinating 

and entertaining fireworks to us on the lower slopes. 

It was a beautiful and thrilling conclusion to our 

adventure. 

Note: The ascent required four days and three 

hundred pitons; twenty bolts were used—five placed 

by Cooper, ten by us, and five already in place on 

the upper section of the Standard Route. NCCS 

Grading: VI F9 A5. 
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National Forest Service Photos 
by Luis Ireland 

Mount Reba and the Mokelumne River canyon on the southern edge of the Mokelumne Wild Area. 

The New Mokelumne 
The Mokelumne Wild Area of the Eldorado National 

Forest includes 50,450 acres of rugged canyons 

and precipitous slopes of the upper Mokelumne Riv-

er watershed. The remoteness of the granite crags, 

primeval forests, and tumbling streams belie the 

proximity of the Sacramento Valley and Bay Area 

population centers in northern California. A short 

drive from the Bay Area via Highway 50 through 

Stockton and up State Highway 88 brings the trav-

eler to Tragedy Springs. Here the track turns south-

east into the wilderness. A four-wheel drive vehicle 

can negotiate this low standard road which runs 

from Tragedy Springs, intersects with the Wild 

Area boundary and then turns southwesterly to-

wards the Bear River Reservoir. Travel within the 

Wild Area, however, is limited to horse riders or 
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hikers, as motorized equipment of any kind is not 

permitted. Six miles from Highway 88, via this 

road, is the historical site of Plasse Trading Post 

which was a supply point along the Old Emigrant 

Trail. From the Trading Post a trail penetrates 

the Wild Area for three miles to Cole Creek and 

Long Lake, an excellent place to camp and fish. 

A short distance up Highway 88 from Tragedy 

Springs, trails into the Wild Area originate near 

Silver Lake, at Kirkwood Lake, and at Frog Lake 

near Carson Pass. 

Access into the Wild Area from the eastern side 

is via Highway 88 through Carson Valley and Hope 

Valley and into the Blue Lakes country. At Blue 

Lakes the road continues past Upper Blue Lake to 

the junction of Summit City Canyon trail. From this 



Shriner Lake is one of many good fishing lakes located in the Wild Area. 

Wild Area 
(Editor's Note: This is the first of a series of articles on the 
primitive, wild, and wilderness areas of our national forests. We 
are indebted to Douglas R. Leitz, Supervisor of the El Dorado 
National Forest, for this description of Mokelumne Wild Area which 
was established September 30, 1963.) 

point there are two miles of four-wheel drive road 

to the Wild Area boundary, however, this road is 

suitable for only the most experienced driver and 

most visitors will prefer to hike. As the Wild Area 

boundary intersects this road, motorized travel 

will end at this point, in any case. From Summit 

City Canyon, 4th of July Lake is reached by one 

and one-half miles of Forest Service trail. Summit 

City Creek is an excellent trout producer during 

the early fishing season. The hardy backpacker 

may continue on down Summit City Creek to Moke-

lumne River area, although there is no improved 

trail and the going is rough. 

Barren Mokelumne Peak dominates the Wild Area. 

From this rocky prominence is revealed broad ex- 

panses of granite, sharp lava outcrops, alpine 

meadows, pQckets of timber and, deep within its 

canyon, the shimmer of the Mokelumne River. Vista 

points from Round Top Mountain, on the northeast-

ern boundary of the Wild Area, present an awesome 

view of Summit City Canyon. Perched on a granite 

shelf below Round Top and one thousand feet 

above the canyon floor is 4th of July Lake. Through 

the canyon rushes Summit City Creek on its way 

to join the Mokelumne River. The deep canyon of 

the Mokelumne cuts through the entire Wild Area 

on a southward course. Excellent stream fishing 

for Rainbow, Brown, and Eastern Brook trout is 

provided in the Mokelumne River, with fish to 

eleven pounds having been reported. Deep within 

the Wild Area, along the Mokelumne River, the 
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mysterious Monty Wolfe, Hermit of the Mokelumne, 

fished and hunted years ago. According to Eldorado 

National Forest historical records, Wolfe staked 

a mining claim in the Mokelumne Canyon, and built 

two cabins along the river, both of which are still 

standing. In the winter, using homemade skis and 

snowshoes, he trapped the isolated reaches of the 

Mokelumne River. Wolfe made one of his infrequent 

winter visits to the caretakers at Lake Alpine 

Lodge in the late winter of 1940. He was never 

seen or heard from again. 

Along the course of the river down Mokelumne 

Canyon are some popular unimproved campsites. 

The mouth of Jackass Canyon and Summit City 

Canyon are good campsites. Camp Irene and Cedar 

Camp, the mouth of Grouse Canyon and Blue Hole 

are also popular. The Blue Hole is an unusually 

large and deep pool located about one-half mile 

from the Wild Area boundary at Salt Springs Reser-

voir. There are indications of a long ago Indian 

encampment at Salt Springs. Numerous holes of 

uniform size and regular spacing have been carved 

into solid granite above the camp. Possibly the 

Indians diverted water to the holes and, after evap-

oration, collected the remaining salt. 

The western portion of the Wild Area consists of 

granite hills, with an occasional pocket of soil on 

which trees struggle for survival. Predominant tree 

specie is fir, although Ponderosa pine, Jeffrey 

pine, western white pine, lodgepole pine, incense 

cedar, whitepark pine, and mountain hemlock are 

common. In the shallow valleys beyond Mokelumne 

Peak are many small scenic lakes and ponds. 

Mosquito, Cole Creek, Long Lake, Black Rock, 

Beebe, Lower Beebe, and 4th of July are some of 

the larger lakes of the Wild Area. Numerous streams 

and lakes throughout the Wild Area are stocked, 

primarily with Eastern trout. 

The steep brushy slopes of the canyons support 

numerous Blacktail deer, including some fine trophy 

bucks. Due to the relative inaccessibility of much 

of this area, however, it is little hunted. Furbearers 

such as the coyote, fisher, marten, weasel, and 
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bobcat, as well as the black bear are hidden in 

the canyons and cretices. One may spot an occas-

ional mountain lion. 

Naturalists exploring the area will find within its 

boundaries many varieties of the ceanothus, i.e., 

buck brush, deer brush, snow brush. In spring and 

summer this shrub bears a blue or white flower. 

Kit-kit-dizze, commonly referred to as "mountain 

misery' or Bear Clover, is well represented. The 

name Kit-kit-dizze was given this plant by the 

Miwok Indians who used it for medicine. White 

heather grows at the higher elevations along the 

granite ledges. Its small, white, bell-shaped flower 

appears in late summer. Most of the shrubbery of 

the area is manzanita, huckleberry oak, and white-

thorn. Many wild flowers grow in the meadows. 

False hellebore, scarlet monkey-flower, purple 

aster, mariposa lily, lupine, indian paintbrush, 

white phlox, heather, mule's ear, and sunflowers 

are common. 

Management direction of the Mokelumne Wild Area 

is to provide an area for all time to come for the 

purpose of public education, inspiration, and recrea-

tion. The Area is designated for preservation and 

protection in its natural state. It offers outstanding 

opportunities for solitude and primitive, unconfined 

recreation. Evidence of the imprint of the forces 

of nature are everywhere, while man's evidence is 

substantially unnoticeable. This, and other quali-

ties such as terrain, soil type, timber, and vegeta-

tive cover, were determining factors in establish-

ment of the Mokelumne Wild Area for watershed 

and recreation use. The East Bay Municipal Utility 

District depends heavily on the Mokelumne water-

shed to provide water for domestic use in the East 

Bay area. 

The Mokelumne Wild Area, officially created 

September 30, 1963, by the Chief of the U.S. •Forest 

Service, joins previously established wilderness 

recreation areas in the High Sierra Range. This 

area's wilderness values add to the chain carefully 

selected and classified to best meet the needs of 

the American people. 
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glacier 

"Far away in northwestern Montana, hidden from 

view by clustering mountain-peaks, lies an un-

mapped corner —The Crown of the Continent. The 

water from the crusted snowdrift which caps the 

peak of a lofty mountain there trickles into tiny 

rills, which hurry along north, south, east, and 

west, and growing into rivers, at last pour their 

currents into three seas. From this mountain peak 

the Pacific and Arctic oceans, and the Gulf of 

Mexico, receive each its tribute." —These were the 

words used by George Bird Grinnel in 1901 for the 

September issue of The Century Magazine to de-

scribe Triple Divide Peak in what is now Glacier 

National Park. Accompanying his article was the 

map he made of the area during his explorations 

from 1885 to 1892. On it are familiar names such 

as Chief Mountain, Going-To-The-Sun, Wilbur, 

Fusillade, Jackson, and Almost-A-Dog. 

"There may be cirques and canyons in other 

regions, fully as beautiful and fashioned on even 

grander scales, bur if we limit our search to the 

compass of our own country, none will be found 

equal to those of the Lewis and Livingstone 

Ranges." —This was the concluding sentence of 

Francois Emile Matthes in his highly descriptive 

article ``The Alps of Montana," published in 

Appalachia in April, 1904. Matthes, a Dutch-born, 

Swiss-educated engineer, had finished two years 

of work on the topography of the Chief Mountain 

Quadrangle, the majority of which was to become 

most of Glacier National Park when established 

in 1910. 

In 1914, the Seattle Mountaineers, one hundred 

and fifteen strong, made an expedition-type outing 

to Glacier, during which they traveled nearly the 
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full length of the Lewis Range and made ascents 

of a number of its peaks. The Mountaineer of that 

year was dedicated to this visit by Chief Eagle 

Calf of the great Blackfeet Nation. Their report 

of the mountains reads: "Apart from their unac-

customed forms and sculpture —their pyramidal 

summits, precipitous cliff ramparts, and sloping 

bases of shale —their infinitely varied color is 

perhaps the most striking feature of the Rockies." 

Agnes C. Laut, in her 1926 book Enchanted Trails 

of Glacier Park, had these words to say: "It is the 

only name to keep in memory —St. Nicholas —not 

high as Glacier peaks go —a peak that never has 

been climbed and never can be climbed, like the 

brim of a hat, 'round its frowning brow runs a 

precipice ledge that will forever bar human intrusion 

on its cloudy celestial heights." That same year 

St. Nicholas was topped by Reverend Conrad 

Wellen, of Havre, Montana —probably before he had 

even heard of the book. Even more remarkable, it 

is said by reliable people that even though he 

journeyed to the peak with a companion, he made 

the climb solo. He had to spend the night on its 

summit without protection and descended to his 

camp and companion the next day. By then, his 

companion was convinced he was either injured 

or dead. 

The legendary Norman Clyde came to Glacier 

National Park in the twenties. Typical of his 

feats for getting exercise, he topped thirty-six 

peaks in thirty-six days, carrying his own supplies 

—and made a total of fifty peaks before he de-

parted. At least fourteen of his climbs were first 

ascents. In his article "The Mountains of Glacier 

Park" published in Appalachia, June, 1934, he 



National „Park— some notes an a pictorial 
By Hal Kanzler 

had this to say: "Among the most fascinating of 

our western mountains are those of Glacier Park. 

Scenically they are unsurpassed by any other 

range within our borders." 

A Climber's Guide to Glacier National Park by 

J. Gordon Edwards, was published in 1960 by the 

Sierra Club and for the first time, summit seekers 

had a well-documented manual to use. Edwards, .a 

scientist in the field of Entomology, had spent 

fourteen summers in Glacier, during which he did 

his research —most of it first hand—and his work 

is considered a masterpiece by those who have 

used it. For those planning to climb in Glacier, it 

is a "must" to get a copy of this guide book, and 

if nothing else, to read the first twenty-nine pages 

very carefully. In some cases, this will save heart-

ache and grief to the relatives and heirs, and pos-

sibly give relief to hospital and insurance under-

writers. 

Among hard-rock climbers, Glacier National Park 

is known as the ultimate for rotten rock. This is 

true. It is not an area to participate in acrobatic 

cliff scaling or other forms of "iron-mongery 

(term by Young), but rather to enjoy impressive 

climbs of class 4 and sometimes class 5, and to 

associate with nature in the raw. Scenic views, 

unsurpassed photographic subjects, the observation 

of alpine wildlife, and the wilderness settings of 

highcamps are some of the mountaineering assets 

of Glacier National Park. 

Known for its wild beauty, the Park can also 

make a display of the ruthlessness of nature. It 

can be the booming roar of thousands of tons of 

snow in a spring avalanche. A cannonade of rocks 

can sweep a face in a water-soaked thaw. Lightning  

can strike a ridge or valley floor, as well as a 

summit. It can blow in a rainstorm in any season, 

and snow can fall any day in the year. There are 

no climbing guides or schools in Glacier National 

Park. Current regulations do not require registration, 

but a climber does himself and the Park Service a 

favor by reporting his proposed climbs, in advance, 

to a Ranger. They feel an obligation to search for 

the lost, the injured, and the dead. It surely helps 

when they have some idea where to look. A few 

climbers have left Glacier "feet-first," and in 

most cases, from the lack of following some funda-

mental principles. 

For a better understanding of the mountains, two 

U.S.G.S. publications are recommended reading: The 

Geology of Glacier Park by C.P. Ross, $2.75, and 

The Rocks and Fossils of Glacier Park by Ross 

and Rezak, $1.25. Both are available from The 

Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government 
Printing Office, Washington 25, D.C. 

The summit view from just one of the many major 

Park peaks will divulge why the first white man 

to see this area decided to call it home. He was 

Hugh Monroe (called Rising Wolf). In 1815, at the 
age of seventeen, he saw the "Shining Mountains," 

took an Indian wife, and spent the rest of his life 

within view of the eastern slopes. Time has passed, 

glaciers have receded, thousands of footprints 

have been washed away, but the mountains haven't 

changed. The scenes are the same. A mountaineer 

can see and understand Glacier National Park in 

a way unknown to the "steering-wheel" explorer. 

A mountaineer can understand Hugh Monroe. 

Pictures of Glacier National Park follow on the 

next six pages. 
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An April ski tourer sees only the top of the two-story Granite Park Chalets. 
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Heavens Peak, 8,994 feet, as seen from Granite Park Chalets in May. 

Spring ski tourers pause at summit of windblown Swiftcurrent Pass on Garden Wall of Glacier Park. 
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Edwards Mountain, left, above, rises to 

9,055 feet. It can be ascended by strong 

hikers with a little rock climbing ability. 

Hiking distance is 81/2  miles to the 

summit from Lake McDonald Hotel. 

The spectacular view from the summit of 

Mount Wilbur, 9,293 feet, above, is 

reserved for experienced rock climbers. 

Wildlife, such as the three Bighorn Rams 

on the snowfield, frequent the area. 

An extensive sea of peaks to the north 

is the rewarding view from the summit of 

Mount Jackson, 10,023 feet, left. Hiking 

distance to the summit is 14 miles, with 

mostly Class Three climbing once on the 

ridge. 
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Clements Mountain, 8,764 feet, above, 
can be climbed Class Two via the west 
ridge. Hiking distance is 6 miles, and 
well worth the impressive view of 
McDonald Valley, Lewis and Livingstone 
Ranges. 

Reynolds Mountain, 9,147 feet, above, 
right, can be ascended mostly Class 
Two or Three, with a few short Class 
Four pitches near the top. Distance to 
the summit is about 5 miles, none of it 
by trail. 

Miche Wabun Mountain, 8,600 feet, right, 
is located in an isolated area near the 
Canadian border. It was first climbed in 
1962. 
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Observation of alpine wildlife is a unique 
feature of Glacier National Park. This mule 
deer fawn, only a few days old, is concealed 
by its mother in the protective ways of 
nature. 
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Sunrise finds these mountain goats high on 

the rocky ridges, surveying their vast area, 

this time, curiously observing the homo 

sapiens taking their picture. 

The ptarmigan is frequently observed by 

alpinists on the upper meadows and ridges 

in Glacier National Park. 



An Indian's view from atop Bald Peter lookout on the Warm Springs Reservation. To the west, Mt. Jefferson's 

glaciered bulk rises 3,500 vertical feet above the timberline. 

Photos by the Author 

Mt. Jefferson, 10,495 feet, is Oregon's second 

highest peak, a steep remnant of a volcano, which 

pokes up obtrusively from the lesser flats and 

hills of the mild Willamette Valley. From this 

western valley the intervening forested ridges of 

the lower Cascades give no suggestion of the giant 

pyramid rising behind them. A traveler unfamiliar 

with the country might muse on a day of fuzzy 

clouds, "Not much different from Vermont," as he 

streaks along the straight concrete of interstate 

highway 5. Should the weather clear, and a breeze 

swipe away the haze and smoke from the busy 

burners of lumber mills, a white triangle would 

appear, perhaps above the shingly roof of an old 

barn. The barn, like a visual Doppler, would blur 

and fade into the distance. New grasses, fences, 
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and farms would zoom up —and fade back. The 

white *triangle would hold—only very slowly chang-

ing reference to the green crest below it. Cloud? 

Illusion? Snow? on land? 

The traveler perks up and looks eastward 60 miles, 

wondering: 

"June —Summer? We're only a few feet above sea 

level. It's hot." 

At the next junction he turns east, toward the 

forest and coolness, curiosity bearing down on the 

accelerator. 

For centuries Indians had marveled at the immense 

conical form of this extinct volcano, but none dared 

venture up onto the glaciered slopes. During the 

settling of the Willamette Valley in the mid 1800's 

the pioneers were too concerned with the hardships 



At mid-morning a climber balances cautiously on the Jefferson Park Glacier. The gaping bergschrund at the foot of 
the satellite pinnacles is yet to be crossed. 

MOT_TINTT ampnytmizsow 
By John D. Lindstrom 

of clearing the forest and plowing the fields to 

indulge in any sport high on an inhospitable moun-

tain slope. In 1888;  when the major summits of 

the Alps had long been conquered and Mummery 

and his guide Burgener had already performed their 

rock climbing antics on the Chamonix Aiguilles, 

Mt. Jefferson was first climbed by two gentlemen 

from Salem, Oregon. In those days Mt. Jefferson 

had been considered "inaccessible" in the British 

sense of the word, and was definitely inaccessible 

in the usual sense of the word. A climb of Mt. 

Jefferson entailed a long and arduous approach up 

the Breitenbush River and was accurately called a 

minor expedition. Only 50 people in about a dozen 

parties succeeded in reaching the top of Mt. Jeffer-

son during the 25 years after its summit had first  

been climbed. These pioneer climbs were sporadic 

forays into the wilderness of the Oregon Cascades 

—as many as seven years went by between ascents. 

Today the modern asphalt and wide swath of the 

North Santiam Highway take tourists and climbers 

alike within a reasonable walking distance of the 

lower western scree slopes of Mt. Jefferson. Spur 

logging roads stick right up into the very craw of 

the peak. Thus, the mountain is more accessible 

to the weekend mountaineer, who must scurry down 

the trails and back to work on Monday. But, para-

doxically, the climber cannot have his peak and 

have it gashed, too. The roads that shorten the 

hike have cut off the life of the forest. Some of 

the green corridors which ought to lead the climber 
gently through the dark shade into the upper bright 
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lands have been turned into gaunt graveyards of 

stumps, and the climber scrambles along as if he 

were overseas on the denuded slopes of the 38th 

parallel rather than on the 45th parallel in his 

home state. 

Fortunately, the mountain itself is fairly well 

protected by the Mt. Jefferson Primitive Area. The 

surrounding region is in a state of transition, though, 

and the Forest Service plans a reclassification of 

the area sometime in 1964. Wisely, the Forest 

Service plans to add some acreage to the area. How-

ever, conservationists are asking that considerably 

more acreage be added to the crucial western side 

of the area, where use is heaviest and enroachments 

are already severely damaging lower approaches. 

With little truly wild land remaining, the bitter 

battle to save it is being fought over the last 

priceless square feet. 

The entire eastern side of the mountain is owned 

by the Indians of the Warm Springs Indian Reserva-

tion. Though herds of game flow down across the  

Reservation from the untouched highlands around 

Mt. Jefferson, it isn't exactly clear what the Indians' 

intentions are for the future of the region. A com-

prehensive development study was recently com-

pleted for the Indians, and a new road into Lions-

head on the northeast suggests that perhaps the 

green wampum derived from board feet of timber 

sold has spurred them to lay down their bows and 

pick up freshly oiled McCulloch chain saws (which 

doesn't presage any "luck" for conservationists). 

The mountain itself, hardly changed from the days 

of the pioneers, seems to look down upon the 

quibblings at its foot with icy disdain, as if as-

serting that such frenzied activity might be con-

sidered trivial in the framework of its long, plain 

existence. 

Of the Cascade peaks, Mt. Jefferson could be 

labeled the "loner." Mt. Hood puts on a show of 

pink delight for Portlanders at their evening hours, 

and invites them on winter weekends to play in 

the snow. Farther south, the Three Sisters form 



a friendly group, quite willing to line up in neat 

fashion behind the youngsters lining up for their 

portrait beside a mountain lake. Three Fingered 

Jack and Mt. Washington look scary, but they are 

sort of "pals" of the Santiam country, and are 

barely virile enough to reach above the timberline. 

Mt. Jefferson, though, is aloof —and difficult; it 

is Oregon's toughest Cascade peak. No routes to 

its summit are easy and some of the glacier routes 

become very involved —particularly in late summer, 

when the crevasses have opened and bare ice is 

exposed. A climb of Mt. Jefferson is a full moun-

taineering experience. Ordinarily, at least one 

overnight camp is required, and the climb will often 

take from dawn to dusk. The Mazamas of Portland, 

Oregon, wisely start the long climb of Mt. Jefferson 

at 1 a.m., if, as usual, they have a large party to 

take from Jefferson Park on the north far around 

to ascend the pinnacle from the southwest. 

Mt. Jefferson is intricate; •snow and ice alternate 

with rock; satellite pinnacles spike the subsidiary 

ridges, sometimes concealing the true summit, and 

looming large above their own glacial basins. The 

glaciers themselves are tumbled wrecks of ice, 

forcing climbers to make numerous detours around 

gaping cracks. The top of the Jefferson Park Glac-

ier has slunk away from its neve, forming a huge 

bergschrund which is an especially tricky passage 

on one of the north side climbs. The glacier routes 

on the north and east sides are the most exciting, 

varied routes. Since, typically for the Cascades, the 

rock on Mt. Jefferson is often looser than rock 

blasted from quarries, many climbers prefer to strap 

on crampons and pick their way up a glacial maze 

—rather than scramble up an adjacent crumbling 

ridge. The summit rock tower cannot be avoided, 

though. Fortunately, the big basalt blocks belie 

their precarious appearance and do provide rela-

tively solid footing for the final third and fourth 

class pitches. 

The wet winds of winter in the Pacific Northwest 

drop a lot of snow on Mt. Jefferson. In a usual 

Resting near the head of the 

Jefferson Park Glacier. Exemplifying 

Mt. Jefferson's variety, rock gullies and 

ridges loom ahead. 
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The summit. 

The 10,495-foot rock 

pinnacle, viewed 

across the head of the 

withering Milk Creek 

Glacier, climaxes the 

zig-zag climb up the lower 

snow and ice. 

season, when the upper jet stream holds to its 

level course instead of taking a devious southern 

dip, the mountain doesn't open up for summer climb-

ing until about mid-July. By that time, Jefferson 

Park, at one time more appropriately described as 

“Hanging Valley," begins to awaken, and climbers 

can find plenty of dry campsites amongst the tena-

cious drifts of old gray snow. Not until August, 

though, do the mountain flowers rear up from the 

prone position enforced by winter's weight. 

Despite the onslaught of storms which come tear-

ing across the ridges from the southwest, Mt. Jef-

ferson has been climbed twice in the winter. In 

March, 1956, Willi Unsoeld and Jim Harrang forced 

their way to the summit via the southwest ridge 

after deep snow and avalanche destruction drove 

them out of the Milk Creek Basin. During the very 

mild winter of 1963, Mike Nowak and Dick Wilson 

made a quick scurry to the top in January; they 

found the same route a relative pleasure to climb, 

although they also had to chop their way up the 

summit pinnacle, which had been transformed into 

a gleaming pillar of fluted ice. 

Mt. Jefferson is an austere peak which extends 

no invitation to climb. Yet, climbers who approach 

it with caution and a willingness for exertion, and 
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an outlook prepared for surprises will find the 

mountain and its surrounding parklands perhaps 

the most beautiful alpine region in the Oregon 

Cascades. It may have been an accident that evo-

lution brought forth this splendid country, but the 

fate of this region in the coming years will not be 

a matter of chance. At present, archaic mining 

statutes on the books in Washington, D.C. preempt 

all other considerations —a miner could legally 

bulldoze his way to the very volcanic core of Mt. 

Jefferson, if he found a valuable ore. 

With foresight toward the 2000's, man can decide 

today to preserve Mt. Jefferson and its setting 

forever —a legacy for future climbers and for anyone 

who would, as James Russell Lowell wrote: 

"Mix his blood with sunshine, 

and take the wind into his pulses." 

References: 
Mazama annuals for the following years: 1907, 1914, 

1933, 1938. These contain general information about 

outings and climbs and are very interesting for capturing 

the flavor of early mountaineering. 
The following Mazama annuals contain specific in-

formation about Mt. Jefferson: 1925, The Geology of Mt. 

Jefferson, by Edwin T. Hodge, then professor of geology 

at the University of Oregon. 1954, A Climber's Guide to 

Mt. Jefferson, by John Biewener. 
"Skyline Camps" by Walter Eaton, 1922, contains a 

description of an attempt to climb Mt. Jefferson. 



First meal from the expedition commissary. Barbara Hill sips cocoa, Bill Lentch, Lothar Kolbig, and Dick Jali clean up 
the corned beef hash. 

Photos by the Author 

Planning an Expaition Commissary By Louise Werner 

Selection of foods and equipment is 
a major part of any mountaineering 
expedition. It took weeks of combined 
effort by the 12 members of the Alaska 
Expedition to the Brooks Range, led 
by Graham Stephenson (see Jan./Feb. 
1964 Summit), to make their selection, 
determine quanities, and attend to all 
details involved. Each member was 
assigned a special job, either individ-
ually, or in groups. 
We feel readers of Summit will be 

interested in the food and equipment 
taken, as well as the comments on 
how it proved out on the expedition. 

Food 
Dinner Menus for One Week 

1st day: Instant Onion Soup (Spark-
letts), Steak (Armour's Freeze Dried), 
Instant Potatoes and Gravy, Lime 
Jello. 

2nd day: Instant Pea Soup, Pork 
Chops (Armour's), Minute Rice, Choco-
late Pudding. 

3rd day: Instant Mushroom Soup, Corn 
Chowder (DriLite) with Dehydrated 
Shrimp or Fresh Fish, Gingerbread 
(DriLite). 

4th day: Repeat No. 1 
5th day: Beef Bouillon, Dehydrated 

Chicken (DriLite) with Noodles and 
Gravy, Fruit Salad (DriLite). 

6th day: Instant Chicken Soup, Pork 
Patties (Wilson's DriLite), Potatoes 
au Gratin (Betty Crocker), Sierra Salad 
(DriLite). 

7th day: Instant Mushroom Soup, Spa-
ghetti and Meatballs (Wilson's DriLite) 
Lipton's Spaghetti Sauce, Apple sauce 
(DriLite). 

The staples packed with a week's 
dinners (for 12) included 5 oz. salt & 
1/2  oz. pepper (in shakers), 2y2  lb. sugar, 
1 lb. each oleo and Crisco, Parmesan  

cheese (shaker), onion flakes (DriLite). 
Beverages included 8 oz. instant cof-

fee, 100 tea balls, 42 individual pack-
ets instant cocoa. 

Packed with the above staples were 
4 scouring pads, 1 giant roll paper 
towels, 4 rolls toilet paper. 

Discussion 
The amounts suggested on packages 

were used, except that all meat por-
tions were doubled and potatoes, rice, 
spaghetti, and noodles were increased 
by one-third. Concensus was that din-
ners were ample. 
Individual packets of instant soups 

proved tasty as well as handy, requir-
ing only a pot of hot water. 
Parmesan cheese was available for 

sprinkling on soups, as well as on 
potatoes, rice, spaghetti, and noodles. 

Contrary to expectations, meatballs 
and patties were as popular as steaks, 
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Photo by Bob & Ira Spring 

less ,work to prepare and less expen-
s ive. 

Gingerbread proved a problem on a 
primus stove: sometimes steamed un-
derdone on top of the main stew, some-
times scorched in skillet, but none of 
it went to waste, perhaps because of 
the absence of other bread. 

Potatoes au gratin by Betty Crocker 
proved a great favorite. The package 
said "bake" but we "boiled" and 
they were delicious. 

Lipton's is the only spaghetti sauce 
we know of that does not require the 
addition of canned tomato sauce. 

Breakfast Menus for One Week 
1st day: Fruit Mix, Beef Hash (Dri-

Lite). 
2nd day: Grapefruit Juice (DriLite), 

Instant Cream of Wheat or Mixed Cer-
eals, Raisins, Powdered Milk. 

3rd day: Frucht Suppe (Sport Chalet), 
Powdered Eggs, Bacon Bars (DriLite). 
4th day: Pancakes, Syrup, Orange 

Juice (DriLite). 
5th, 6th, 7th days: Repeat first 3. 
The staples packed with a week's 

breakfast (for 12) included 3 oz. salt, 
1/2  oz. pepper, 21/2  lbs. sugar, 11/2  lbs. 
powdered milk, 2 lbs. oleo, 1 lb. 
Crisco, 10 oz. cheddar cheese, 1 oz. 
each of onion and tomato flakes, 
stress vitamins (1 a day for those who 
had requested them). 

Beverages included 10 oz. instant 
coffee, 48 tea balls, 48 individual in-
stant cocoa (Swiss Miss). 

Packed with the above staples were 

"We cooked by fours, 

hence dinners and breakfasts were sacked 

in 4-man meals to simplify 

distribution." 

1964 Mount Rainier Climbing Seminars 
Four 5-day Sessions at 10,000-foot Camp Muir 

July 4-8 • 24-28 • August 7.11 • 21-25 

Snow-Ice-Glacier Climbing • Crevasse Rescue Techniques 
Mountain Rescue Practice (High Alt.) • Snow Camping 

and Bivouacking • Evening Seminar Discussions • Climb 
of Mount Rainier. 

INSTRUCTORS 
Dick McGowan, Lute Jerstad, Tom Hornbein, M.D., Dee Molenaar, Pete Schoening 

Training Grounds of 1963 American Mount Everest Expedition 

Snow—Ice—Rack Mountaineering Schools •Climbs of all Pacific Northwest Peaks 

RAINIER GUIDE SERVICE & MOUNTAINEERING SCHOOL, INC. 

Send for Brochure 
c/o Alpine Hut, Inc., 2650 University Village, Seattle, Washington 98105 
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Now in Portland 
Featuring Complete stock of Equipment 

by 

GERRY MOUNTAIN SPORTS • 

ALP SPORT • BLACK • KELTY • 

D.M.C. • QUINN • LONGWARE • and others 

RECREATION SPORTS 

1250 2650 
LLOYD CENTER UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 

PORTLAND, OREGON SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 
281-8527 LA 2-4480 

Both stores open M-Thur-Fri until 9 pm; Tues-Wed-Sat to 5:30 pm 

3 scouring pads, 1 giant roll paper 
towels, 4 rolls toilet paper. 
Although beverage amounts had been 

based on answers to questionnaires 
sent out to each member, coffee proved 
less popular and cocoa more popular 
than was indicated, perhaps because 
the Swiss Miss brand proved so delic-
ious and at the same time provided 
food value. 
Crisco carried better than oleo, hav-

ing been left in the sealed cans. Oleo, 
too, should have been carried in air-
tight containers. 

Whole milk is recommended. We could 
only find the Challenge brand in the 
retail market. Kraft makes an instant 
whole milk which dissolves more read-
ily and is smoother, but so far its 
distribution seems to be very limited.* 

Bacon bars do a lot for powdered 
eggs. A 4-man package of powdered 
eggs with crumbled bacon bars, sprink-
led with onion and tomato flakes and/ 
or cheddar cheese, proved insufficient 
for four men; fifty percent more eggs 
could have been added. 
We cooked by fours, hence had 

sacked dinners and breakfasts in 
4-man meals to simplify distribution. 
Plastic bags found in grocery stores 
are too flimsy for this, so we ordered 
200 12 by 15 inch bags of 3 mil plas-
tic made by the Beacon Bag Co. of 
2221 Poplar Blvd., Alhambra, Calif. 
They will ship. The bags later came 
in handy for carrying lunches, cameras, 
films, clothing, etc. Each sack was 
fastened with a piece of wire plant-
tie. 

Lunch Material for One Week (for 12) 
11 — 9 oz. Gallo dry salami, 4 lbs. 

peanuts, 2 lbs. mixed nuts, 2 lbs. Edam 
cheese, 6 lbs. chocolate, 4 lbs. hard 
candy. 

Dried Fruits: 21/2  lbs. apricots, 1 lb. 
date bits, 12 oz. peaches, 12 oz. pears, 
11 oz. raisins. 

Beverages: Three 4-man malts, 1 lb. 
10 oz. Tang, 3 lbs. Metrecal. 
This amount of lunch material was 

not nearly enough. Some kind of bread 
should have been taken for the first 
two weeks, or else at least fifty per-
cent more nuts, cheese, meat, and 
chocolate. 

*Kraft Whole Milk Crystals available 
from the Ski Hut, Berkeley, California. 
One pound can, S1.04, plus postage. 

We had taken two 3-pound packages 
of El Molino bread mix (just add water) 
in the hope of finding something in 
the Arctic out of which to improvise 
an oven to bake on a primus stove. As 
it turned out, we found empty 5-gallon 
fuel drums wherever bush pilots had 
landed. From experiments carried on 
at home, we believe a 5-gallon fuel 
drum can be used as an oven on a 
primus, provided its floor is propped 
an inch above the flame, and then the 
baking pan is propped an inch above 
the floor of the drum-oven. The main 
problem seems to be that the bottom 
bakes too fast for the top. A small 
over thermometer is a great aid. We 
didn't try this in the Arctic because 
Dino's cook tent at the Oil Facility 
nearby had a gas oven which they 
made available to us. 
Edam was the more popular cheese. 

It was cased in paraffin and also kept 
better. Metre cal went begging—only 

the chocolate flavored was palatable. 
In contrast to the dinners and break-

fasts, which were sacked in 4-man 
meals, each week's lunch material for 
twelve was put together in one duffle 

Classified 
Ads 

Ten cents per word. Payment must be 
enclosed with all orders. 

NOW AVAILABLE: 1964 Printing of 
the booklet "Knots for Mountaineer-
ing." Describes and illustrates more 
than 50 knots and hitches useful for 
Climbing, Camping, and Rescue. Com-
plete with bibliography, glossary, and 
index. Price $1 postpaid from your 
Outfitter, or from Phil Smith, Box 263, 
Twentynine Palms, California. 

WANT TO BUY: Complete sets of 
SUMMIT for the years 1959, 1960, and 
1961, in good condition. One copy of 
April, 1956 issue for the Mazama 
Library in order that they may complete 
their file and bind the issues. Also 
one copy of the March, 1961 issue. 
Anyone wishing to part with their sets 
of SUMMIT, or with the individual 
Issues mentioned above, please write 
to SUMMIT, Big Bear Lake, Calif. 
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THE ICE AXE THAT WON'T BREAK! 

... The MACINNES Ice Axe 

has the first real improvements in Ice Axe construction to appear 

in a long time. The handle is a special aluminum alloy, the head 

is drop-forged, hardened, and polished. This axe is twice as strong 

at the same weight as any other axe sold today, and will double 

your safety factor on ice. Expensive to produce, it is sold directly 

to the climber to keep the price within reason. That pr:ce is 

$18.85*, plus postage. North Wall Hammers of the same construc-

tion, the same price. Write for complete specifications or to place 

your order. 

DICK IRVIN 

P.O. Box 444, Saratoga, California 95070 

*California residents add 4% Retail Sales Tax. 
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Discussion of Expaition Tod 

bag, and each man chose his lunch 

from it every day. 

Emergency Food for 4 Weeks 

36 DriLite meat bars, 6 lbs. choco-

late, plus odds and ends of cereal, 

potatoes, rice, etc., left over after 

packaging, plus samples of ovos port, 

tex scmelz, pemmican, Bircher smues-

li, etc., given us by Sport Chalet. 

J 
Your Nights Are Fine 

in Your 

Royalight or Timberline 

Sleeping Bag 

With 

Channel Block Construction 

Catalog on Request 

HOLUBAR 
Boulder, Colorado 

Possible emergencies foreseen: de-

lay in getting a cargo plane out of 
Barter Island because of weather; 

bears or other animals getting into the 

food s'upply. As it turned out, squirrels 
were the only threat, and some food 

was lost in the river. Most of the 

emergency food went to amplify the 

skimpy lunches. 
The menus, as planned, averaged 

about 1'/4 pounds per man per day; plus 

the 25 pounds of emergency food, this 

added up to about 475 pounds of food. 

When sacked and put into 16 duffle 

bags for transport, we had 550 pounds. 

The Yuban coffee and Tang were left 

in the glass jars to prevent loss of 

flavor, and packed in a carton with 

dividers. 
There was practically no spoilage 

except for a little mold on the ched-

dar cheese and dehydrated shrimp that 

had gotten wet. 

Cooking Facilities 

Six primus were taken—three gaso-

line and three kerosene. Fuel needs 

were estimated by figuring one-half 

pint per stove per day and amounted 

to six gallons each white gas and 

kerosene. Six 4-man cook kits were 

taken. 

The fuel was put into quart contain-
ers to facilitate distribution among 

tents and prevent loss from leakage. 

Caps were made pliers-tight and then 

tested for several days. 
About twenty quarts of fuel were left 

at the end of the trip which, it was 

felt, might have been needed in case 

of an emergency, such as having to 

keep a tent warm and dry for a sick or 
injured person; however, on the way 

home, it was not possible to transport 

from Fairbanks by jet. Future expedi-

tions may wish to inquire into the laws 

regarding transportation of fuel by 

commercial aircraft. 
Kerosene is cheaper and probably 

safer to use inside a tent, but is also 

smellier than gasoline while burning. 

It requires a primer to light a kero-

sene stove. We found a bit of toilet 

paper dipped in gasoline and wrapped 

around the stem of the primus, inside 
the cup, makes for better priming than 

pouring the primer into the cup. 

The weight of the cooking gear list-

ed above was about 110 pounds. 

Personal Gear & Other Items 
Personal gear, including ice axe, 

crampons, camera, etc., came to 45 

Scouts—Campers—Fishermen—Hunters 
Backpackers—Mountaineers—Climbers 

BASIC 

The only book of its kind, designed 
to provide the basic knowledge neces-

sary to travel safely in the mountains 
and the desert. Presented in a con-

cise, illustrated, highly readable form. 

$2.00 a copy —or quantity rates 

Sierra Club, San Diego Chap. B 
P.O.B. 525, San Diego, Calif. 



SUUNTO OY COMPASSES 
Made in Finland 

5 Models Available 

Available From 
Gerry's Mountain Sports, Boulder, Colo. 

McGowan's Alpine Hut, Seattle and 
Portland 

Recreational Equipment, Inc., Seattle, 
Washington 

The Sport Chalet, La Canada, Calif. 
Wholesale Only 

RUSS LAMB, IMPORT & EXPORT 

P.O. Box 30221, Dallas, Texas 

Gerry Equipment Goes to 

MT. EVEREST AGAIN 

TENTS - PACKS - CLOTHING 
FOOD - RESCUE GEAR 

selected because of long proven re liability 

gee ae Exec:tea, Soeteat Seo49 
Stores in San Francisco, Seattle, Boulder, Colo. 

send for your FREE CATALOG 

THE NEW 9e'TV 
ALPINE 
JACKET 
in our summer 1963 

catalog 

THICKER - LONGER 
BETTER FIT 
Still 
Only $39.95 

100% nylon inside and out with 100% prime 
white northern goose down. Stitchlok 46 
nylon thread. Crown zipper and DuPont Zelan 
repellency of course. Still stuffs into 6" x 10" 
sack in spite of its 2" thickness. 

A large selection of imported and do-
mestic boots, favorite styles with top 
quality construction. A wide, variety 
of styles available: Trailwise Packer, 
Belluna, Americano, Lassen, Arlberg, 
Sella, Bernina, Monte Rosa, Zillertal, 
Lynx, Cortina, Spider, Civetta, Minaret 
Ski Touring, Bolzano and Mountain Boy. 

TRAILWISE 
MOUNTAINEERING 
SKIING • CAMPING • HIKING 

THE SKI HUT 
1615 UNIVERSITY 

AVENUE • BERKELEY 
CALIFORNIA 

WRITE FOR 
YOUR FREE '63 
TRAILWISE 

CATALOG 
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pounds. The tents for the group in-
cluded 3 Logan and 1 Gerry Yearound 
tent and totaled 50 pounds. A mending 
kit included items for repair and was 
3 pounds. 

The boating gear consisted of two 
6-man rubber life rafts (hardly large 
enough for four men, plus gear), one 
10-man rubber life raft (about right for 
four men, plus gear), three pumps, 
twelve paddles and life jackets, and 
repair kit. Total weight, 175 pounds. 

The First Aid kit weighed 4 pounds. 
Besides ointments, splints, bandages, 
and other items, we included a 4-day 
supply of an antibiotic for each person 
—Declomycin, Penicillin, Madrilon 
(sulfa)—carrying more than one type 
should a patient show signs of sensi-
tivity to any one kind. For pain we had 
Demerol, 50 mg tablets, Emperine 
(codeine)— both requiring narcotic pre-
scriptions, Davron Compound—requir-
ing regular prescription, and aspirin. 
Five pounds of fishing gear was 

taken, but most of the streams were 
too muddy to fish. Some lake trout and 
grayling were caught, both were ex-
cellent eating. For non-residents, a 
10-day license is $5, 1-year license, 
$10 and may be obtained by writing to 

GERRY MOUNTAIN SPORTS, INC. 
Dept. 29 / Box 910 / Boulder / Colorado 

Dept. of Revenue, Juneau, Alaska, al-
lowing plenty of time. 

Two guns —a revolver and rifle—plus 
ammunition, weighed 16 pounds. Al-
though only one grizzly was seen on 
the entire expedition, and he walked 
the other way, it is apparently a stand-
ing policy of scientists doing research 
in the area, not to leave camp without 
a gun. 

Cost of Expedition 

The approximate cost per person was 
$425. This included air fares from 
Seattle to Fairbanks (round trip), 
$185.28, Fairbanks to Schrader Lake 
(one way), $107.08, and Barter Island 
to Fairbanks (one way), $57.75. Food 
amounted to $50, the balance was mis-
cellaneous. 

irstart baby out young-11 
With a Gerry Kiddie Pack, , 
Baby goes everywhere... 
climbing, hiking, 
strolling. Most comfort- 
able carrier ever 
designed! Has adjustable 
seat, diaper storage. 
Converts to car seat, 
high chair. Featherlight. 
$14.95 pp. at best baby 
shops or direct. 

GERRY DESIGNS, INC. 
Dept. 11, Box 998, 

Boulder, I 
Col2j 



SHORTY KAMPAMAT 

A new short, 50 x 22 inches, version of 
our already famous Kampamat foam 
plastic mattress. Excellent insulation 
and comfort. Light (2 lbs.) compact 
(rolls to 6 in. diam.) and comes com-
plete with carrying cover/groundsheet. 

Send for Free 1964 Catalog 

THOMAS BLACK 8c SONS 

(Ogdensburg), Inc. 

930 Ford St. Ogdensburg, N.Y. 

Recreation Unlimited 

GUIDED MOUNTAINEERING TRIPS 

— Trips of Two and Five Weeks — 

CLIMBING IN: Tetons 
Wind Rivers 
Glacier Park 
Banff-Jasper Park 

Technical Rock Climbing and Snow and Ice 

Write: Douglas Tompkins / Dick Person 

BOX *334, HOMEWOOD, LAKE TAHOE, CALIFORN IA 

ROCKY MOUNTAIN GUIDE SERVICE and 

MOUNTAINEERING SCHOOL, INC. 

July 24-28, 1964 August 14-18, 1964 
JOIN OUR 

ROCKY MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK 

ROCK CLIMBING SEMINARS • NOVICE — EXPERT INVITED 

— write for illustrated brochures — 
TOM NASH, Chief Guide 

645 Waldo, S.E., Salem, Oregon • Phone 503-364-7936 
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Yetters 
Dear Editor: 

I wrote once before concerning a 
matter of spelling in your otherwise 
fine magazine. Since my letter did not 
appear, and the error continued to 
appear, I am compelled to write again. 
The problem concerns the word 

prusik, which is not spelled "prussik" 
as it has appeared several times. 

For proof of proper spelling, I refer 
you to Dr. Prusik's article, "The New 
Knot and Its Application" in Oster-
reichische Alpenzeitung, December, 
1931. You must admit that calling Dr. 
Prusik's knot "prussik" makes no 
more sense than calling Mr. Sinnett's  

cave "Sinnit," as it appeared in most 
eastern caving literature for many 
years. 

The remaining problem, then, is the 
present participle and the past tense. 
I have no real authority on this, but 
most usage I have seen recently tends 
to follow rappel (rappel, rappelling, 
rappelled), by using prusikking and 
prusikked, although prusiking and 
prusiked appear occasionally. Can any 
other reader support either form with 
real authority? 

John R. Sweet 
State College, Penna. 

Dear Editor: 
Although we have been officially 

organized for le ss than a year, the 
Boeing Employees Alpine Society 
(usually shortened to the BOEALPS) 
has conducted several successful ac-
tivities, including ascents of Mt. Hood 
and Mt. Shasta, as well as nearby 
peaks. We are organized under the 
auspices of the Boeing Recreation 
Unit and presently have more than 
fifty members. 

Information regarding the club may 
be obtained by contacting me at The 
Boeing Company, P.O. Box 3707, Boe-
ing Recreation Unit, Seattle 24, Wash. 

Harmon E. Jones 
Membership Chairman 
Seattle, Washington 

Where Experts 
Come 

to Buy 
 Join this 25-year-old sportsmen's 

cooperative whose members include 
mountaineers, professional guides, 
campers, skiers, skin divers, sports-
men and scout leaders. Domestic 
and imported articles carefully 

screened and tested before they are offered. 
You enjoy low co-op prices and profit-sharing 
plan. Write for catalog. 

Reeteatiootete Creiiim-eat ?He. 
DEPT. 5, 

523 PIKE ST., SEATTLE 1, WASH.. 



LIGHTWEIGHT 
MOUNTAINEERING 

HIKING AND CLIMBING 

GEAR 

SPORT CHALET 

951 Foothill Blvd., P.O. Box 626 
La Canada, California 

ask for free catalog 

Fast, Personal Mail Order Service 

For your bivouac 
I offer my cagoule. It is water-
proof and windproof, yet it 
breathes. It is made of 4 oz. 
Reevair and is sewn with 
Stitchlok nylon thread. The 
seams are coated to stop leaks. 
It is complete with a 70 cubic 
inch stuff sack. Even the stuff 
sack has flat-felled seams. 

For more information write to 

THOMAS QUINN 

541 HIGHLAND 

BOULDER, COLORADO 

One piece upper, all leather 
lined, double stitched soles 

and Vibram soles screwed and 
cemented on. Guaranteed 
satisfactory fit. Write for 

measuring instructions. 
We also have down sleeping 

bags, down jackets, and other 
climbing gear. 

Information mailed on request. 

PETER LIMMER & SONS 
Intervale, New Hampshire 

CUSTOM CLIMBING BOOTS 

$34.50, plus postage 

Dear Editor: 
I am writing concerning an article 

that appeared in the September, 1962 
issue of Summit. The article, "What 
Do Snow Worms Eat?" by John D. 
Scott, is of special interest to me as 
I am presently engaged in investigat-
ing the possibilities of using such an 
organism in the experimental study of 
several psychological phenomena. Pla-
naria have been used for such re-
search for a dozen years or more, and 
the possibility of using such a similar 
worm which possesses a number of 
differential behavioral properties, is 
intriguing. However, I have not been 
too successful in locating reference 
material on the snowworm and I would 
be appreciative of any additional in-
formation concerning this subject that 
Summit readers might possess. 

As I am a novice mountain climber, 
and because of my relative proximity 
to the Canadian Rockies, the use of 
such a subject for my investigation 
would be both highly enjoyable and 
logistically beneficial. 

Charles D. Anderson 
Box 682 
Bozeman, Montana 

New and out-of-print books on moun-
taineering, history of Western U.S., and 
many other specialties. We are also in-
terested in buying single volumes and 
libraries. 

DAWSON'S BOOK SHOP 
550 S. Figueroa St., Los Angeles 17, 

California. Phone MAdison 6-6729. 

Dear Editor: 
I was sorry to note that the Outing 

Club of Brooklyn College of the City 
of New York, together with the other 
clubs in the New York Metropolitan 
Intercollegiate Outing Club, were not 
included in your list of mountaineering 
clubs in the September, 1963 issue of 
Summit. We engage in not only climb-
ing, hiking, and caving, but in canoe-
ing and cycling as well. The address 
is: Brooklyn College Open Road Club, 
Office of Student Activities, Brooklyn 
College, Brooklyn, New York. 

Michael Kane 
Brooklyn, New York  

Dear Editor: 
Is there such a thing as liability 

insurance available for climbers who 
take minors rock climbing and moun-
taineering? I would appreciate infor-
mation on policies which would protect 
unorganized individuals in the event 
of litigation following an accident. 
Suing is contrary to the whole spirit 
of mountaineering, but it might be 
hard to persuade an irate parent to 
enter into the spirit of things. 

Reverend Joseph Smith 
Kelowna, B.C. 
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THE ALPS ... made in Italy by FABIANO 
Imported Boots for the Outdoor Man and Woman... 

Vibram Lug Soles. Ideal for 
Rock Climbing and Hiking. 
Padded Quarters and 
Tongue. Women-5 to 
11 Narrow and Medium 
Men-6 to 14 Nar-
row, 6 to 12 Large 
(Size 13 and 14 
$3.00 Extra). 

STYLE #107 

$26.95 
plus 

postage 

Slightly higher in the West 
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LOST ARROW MODEL — CHROMOLLY STEEL 
AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL MOUNTAIN SHOP 

THE INCOMPARABLE 

for illustrated 
brochure, please write: 

A. I. KELTY MFG. CO. 

1807 VICTORY BOULEVARD 

P.O. BOX 3453 

GLENDALE 1, CALIFORNIA 

Trailblazer p.o. box 1 highlands, n.c. 

TRAILBLAZER BACKPACKER 

2-man pup tent 

revised design 

3 pounds 8 ounces 

sewn-in groundcloth 

zippered front 

zippered mosquito netting 

lightweight egyptian cotton 

aluminum poles and stakes 

$44.75 postpaid U.S.A. 

backpack,.mountain, and camp equipment 

letters 

Dear Editor: 
While all NSS members were delight-

ed to see your article on "Reverse 
Climbing" in the Jan./Feb. issue of 
Summit, and in particular your recom-
mendation of the Society to readers 
who might be interested in spelunking, 
I would like to point out that the cor-
rect address for the National Speleo-
logical Society is 2318 N. Kenmore 
Street, Arlington 1, Virginia. 

I know of no one at the Falls Church 
address you printed on page 33 who 
has any official connection with the 
NSS, and I'm afraid any inquiries sent 
there might be lost. 

Victor A. Schmidt. chairman 
NSS Committee on Conservation 
Pittsburgh, Penna. 

(Editor's Note: The address we used 
was obtained from Folsom's book 
"Exploring American Caves," but is 
apparently obsolete.) 

Rock Climbing Information Wanted 

A book on rock climbing is being 
prepared by Royal Robbins. He would 
like to include information about the 
different rock climbing areas in the 
United States. This would enable 
climbers traveling about the country 
to take advantage of climbing possi-
bilities in new areas which they might 
otherwise pass by. 
The following information about 

climbing areas is requested: name of 
area, how to get there from the nearest 
city, type of rock, length of routes, 
camping and climbing regulations (if 
any), special dangers (snakes, poison 
ivy, etc.), availability of food and 
water, if guide books are available, 
where they may be obtained; if not 
available, what organization can be 
contacted for information about routes 
in the area. 

Information on climbing areas should 
be sent to Royal Robbins, 2949 W. 
Ave. 34, Los Angeles, California. 
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Impressions During A Winter Ascent of Mt. Hood 

The wind carved ice reflects the dazzling glare 
Of stellar fire; snow devils twirl and rare 
Across the slopes and leap into the sky; 
Then suddenly the wind will cease its cry 
And all grows still; the only sounds are those 
Of crampons biting into icy snows. 

When air grows thin, the high inclines assume 
A frosty steepness capped by summit plume. 

A pause for breath beneath the summit spire, 
Then upward to the acme of desire. 
Below the top, as far as one can see, 
Are peaks, rough waves upon a granite sea. 

Up here the climber finds a deep accord 
With this great vastness of the mountain lord. 

Fred T. Darvill, Jr., M.D. 

ROPE 

., sold only through 
BETTER MOUNTAINEERING STORES 

Dealer 

inquiries 
welcome 

A •.• 
LOWA BOOTS  

P.O. BOX 161 
MONTROSE, CALIFORNIA 
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